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Asymmetric dark matter may alter the evolution of very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs
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We study energy transport by asymmetric dark matter (ADM) in very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs.

Our motivation is to explore astrophysical signatures of ADM, which may not otherwise be amenable to

indirect dark matter searches. In viable models, the additional cooling of low-mass stellar cores can alter

stellar properties. ADM with mass 4 & Mx=GeV & 10 and a spin-dependent (spin-independent) cross

section of !SD
p ! 10"37 cm2 (!SI

p ! 10"40 cm2) increases the minimum mass of main sequence hydrogen

burning, partly determining whether or not the object is a star at all. Similar ADM candidates reduce the

luminosities of low-mass stars and accelerate the cooling of brown dwarfs. Such light dark matter is of

interest given results from the DAMA and CoGeNT dark matter searches. We discuss possibilities for

observing dark matter effects in stars and exploiting these effects to constrain dark matter candidates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.101302 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 97.10.Cv, 97.10.Xq, 97.20.Vs

Overwhelming evidence indicates that a form of non-
baryonic matter constitutes the majority of mass in the
Universe. The unknown nature of the dark matter (DM)
is a fundamental problem in cosmology and particle phys-
ics. Among DM candidates, weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs), particularly the lightest superpartners
in supersymmetric theories, have garnered the most atten-
tion [1]. We study the effects of asymmetric dark matter
(ADM) on the evolution of very low-mass (VLM) stars
and brown dwarfs (BD). We show that stars with masses
M# & 0:15M$ and BDs just below the minimummass for a
hydrogen-burning main sequence (MS) star,M * 0:05M$,
may have their evolution significantly altered by the accu-
mulation of DM.

ADM has a relic asymmetry, so it does not annihilate as
thermal relic WIMPs do. Consequently, ADM is not ame-
nable to indirect detection via observations of annihilation
products from astrophysical sources [2]. Our result sug-
gests a future indirect identification method for ADM in
astrophysical sources. In the present context, the relic
asymmetry allows stars to collect large amounts of DM
without the accumulation being moderated by annihilation
[3–5]. ADM models offer a possible explanation for the
DM and baryon densities of the Universe being of the same
order [6–16]. ADM models are relevant to DM particles
with masses Mx & 15 GeV, lower than typical WIMPs,
and interest in ADM has been fueled by possible direct
detection signals indicating low-mass DM by the DAMA
[17] and CoGeNT [18,19] experiments [20,21] (though
challenged by Xenon-10 limits, Ref. [22]).

It has long been recognized that DM could accumulate
in the Sun (and other stars), subtly altering its properties,
particularly solar neutrino fluxes [3,4,23–25]. The scenario
is simple. As the star orbits in the DM halo, some DM
particles scatter off stellar nuclei and become bound to the
star. The captured DM particles can be non-negligible
contributors to energy transport in the stellar interior.

DM with Mx & 15 GeV is captured by stars at a rate
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whereM# is stellar mass, "x is the DM density in the star’s
vicinity,!p is the cross section for ADM-proton scattering,
vesc is the stellar escape speed, and !v is the typical speed
at infinity of infalling DM particles. The coefficients CSI

$ %
7& 1022 s"1 and CSD

$ % 5& 1021'5 GeV=Mx( s"1 give
the rates in the Sun due to spin-independent (SI) and
spin-dependent (SD) scattering, respectively [24]. We in-
clude theMx dependence in C

SD
$ . CSI

$ is a weak function of
Mx. In the SI case, we take the scattering cross section
on a nucleus with mass MN and mass number A to be
!N ) !SI

p A
2M2

N'Mx *mp(2='Mx *MN(2m2
p, where mp is

the proton mass. We provide Eq. (1) for convenience, but
calculate time-dependent capture rates using the full for-
mulas from [24] as described in Ref. [26].
VLM stars and BDs are interesting DM laboratories for

several reasons. First, dark matter capture rates depend
upon stellar structure only insomuch as vesc does. In
VLM stars, the mass is proportional to the radius, so
VLM stars have similar escape speeds to the Sun and
capture nearly the same amount of DM per unit mass.
Second, stellar luminosity scales with mass roughly as
L / M3

# for VLM stars, so a M# ! 0:1M$ star radiates
only L! 10"3L$, and DM needs to transport a relatively
small energy flux to alter the stellar evolution. Third, VLM
stars have core temperatures many times lower than the
Sun, and nuclear burning rates in this regime are rapidly
varying functions of temperature, so small temperature
changes have large effects on luminosity. These consider-
ations suggest that DM energy transport may dramatically
alter VLM stars.
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Abstract. We analyze self-consistent N -body simulations of the Milky Way disk and the
ongoing disruption of the Sagittarius dwarf satellite to study the e!ect of Sagittarius tidal
debris on dark matter detection experiments. In agreement with significant previous work, we
reiterate that the standard halo model is insu"cient to describe the non-Maxwellian velocity
distribution of the Milky Way halo in our equilibrium halo-only and halo/galaxy models, and
o!er suggestions for correcting for this discrepancy. More importantly, we emphasize that the
dark matter component of the leading tidal arm of the Sagittarius dwarf is significantly more
extended than the stellar component of the arm, and also that the dark matter and stellar
streams are not necessarily coaxial and may be o!set by several kpc at the point at which they
impact the Galactic disk. This suggests that the dark matter component of the Sagittarius
debris is likely to have a non-negligible influence on dark matter detection experiments even
when the stellar debris is centered several kpc from the solar neighborhood. Relative to
models without an infalling Sagittarius dwarf, the Sagittarius dark matter debris in our
models induces an energy-dependent enhancement of direct search event rates of as much as
! 20–45%, an energy-dependent reduction in the amplitude of the annual modulation of the
event rate by as much as a factor of two, a shift in the phase of the annual modulation by as
much as ! 20 days, and a shift in the recoil energy at which the modulation reverses phase.
These influences of Sagittarius are of general interest in the interpretation of dark matter
searches, but may be particularly important in the case of relatively light (m! ! 20GeV/c2)
dark matter because the Sagittarius stream impacts the solar system at high speed compared
to the primary halo dark matter.
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timing that are transformed so that the WIMP accep-

tance regions of all detectors coincide.

After unblinding, extensive checks of the three candi-

date events revealed no data quality or analysis issues

that would invalidate them as WIMP candidates. The

signal-to-noise on the ionization channel for the three

events (ordered in increasing recoil energy) was measured

to be 6.7σ, 4.9σ, and 5.1σ, while the charge threshold

had been set at 4.5σ from the noise. A study on pos-

sible leakage into the signal band due to
206

Pb recoils

from
210

Po decays found the expected leakage to be neg-

ligible with an upper limit of < 0.08 events at the 90%

confidence level. The energy distribution of the
206

Pb

background was constructed using events in which a co-

incident α was detected in a detector adjacent to one

of the 8 Si detectors used in this analysis. Further-

more, as in the Ge analysis, we developed a Bayesian

estimate of the rate of misidentified surface events based

upon the performance of the phonon timing cut mea-

sured using events near the WIMP-search signal region

[22]. Classical confidence intervals provided similar esti-

mates [23]. Multiple-scatter events below the electron-

recoil ionization-yield region from both
133

Ba calibration

andWIMP-search data were used as inputs to this model.

The final model predicts an updated surface-event leak-

age estimate of 0.41+0.20
−0.08(stat.)

+0.28
−0.24(syst.) misidentified

surface events in the eight Si detectors.

This result constrains the available parameter space

of WIMP dark matter models. We compute upper lim-

its on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section using

Yellin’s optimum interval method [24]. We assume a

WIMP mass density of 0.3 GeV/c2/cm3
, a most probable

WIMP velocity with respect to the galaxy of 220 km/s,

a mean circular velocity of Earth with respect to the

galactic center of 232 km/s, a galactic escape velocity of

544 km/s [25], and the Helm form factor [26]. Fig. 4

shows the derived upper limits on the spin-independent

WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section at the 90% con-

fidence level (C.L.) from this analysis and a selection of

other recent results. The present data set an upper limit

of 2.4× 10
−41

cm
2
for a WIMP of mass 10 GeV/c2. We

are completing the calibration of the nuclear recoil energy

scale using the Si-neutron elastic scattering resonant fea-

ture in the
252

Cf exposures. This study indicates that our

reconstructed energy may be 10% lower than the true re-

coil energy, which would weaken the upper limit slightly.

Below 20 GeV/c2 the change is well approximated by

shifting the limits parallel to the mass axis by ∼ 7%. In

addition, neutron calibration multiple scattering effects
improve the response to WIMPs by shifting the upper

limit down parallel to the cross-section axis by ∼ 5%.

A model of our known backgrounds, including both

energy and expected rate distributions, was constructed

for each detector and experimental run for each of the

three backgrounds considered: surface electron recoils,

neutron backgrounds, and
206

Pb recoils. Simulations of

our background model yield a 5.4% probability of a sta-

tistical fluctuation producing three or more events in our

FIG. 4. Experimental upper limits (90% confidence level) for

the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross section as a func-

tion of WIMP mass. We show the limit obtained from the ex-

posure analyzed in this work alone (black dots), and combined

with the CDMS II Si data set reported in [22] (blue solid line).
Also shown are limits from the CDMS II Ge standard [11] and

low-threshold [27] analysis (dark and light dashed red), EDEL-

WEISS low-threshold [28] (orange diamonds), XENON10 S2-

only [29] (light dash-dotted green), and XENON100 [30] (dark
dash-dotted green). The filled regions identify possible signal

regions associated with data from CoGeNT [31] (magenta,
90% C.L., as interpreted by Kelso et al. including the effect
of a residual surface event contamination described in [32]),

DAMA/LIBRA [16, 33] (yellow, 99.7% C.L.), and CRESST

[18] (brown, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. 68% and 90% C.L.

contours for a possible signal from these data are shown in

blue and cyan, respectively. The asterisk shows the maxi-

mum likelihood point at (8.6 GeV/c
2
, 1.9× 10

−41
cm

2
).

signal region.

This model of our known backgrounds was used to in-

vestigate the data in the context of a WIMP+background

hypothesis. We performed a profile likelihood analysis in

which the background rates were treated as nuisance pa-

rameters and the WIMP mass and cross section were

the parameters of interest. The highest likelihood is

found for a WIMP mass of 8.6 GeV/c
2
and a WIMP-

nucleon cross section of 1.9×10
−41

cm
2
. The goodness-

of-fit test of this WIMP+background hypothesis results

in a p-value of 68%, while the background-only hypoth-

esis fits the data with a p-value of 4.5%. A profile like-

lihood ratio test including the event energies finds that

the data favor the WIMP+background hypothesis over

our background-only hypothesis with a p-value of 0.19%.

Though this result favors a WIMP interpretation over

the known-background-only hypothesis, we do not be-

lieve this result rises to the level of a discovery.

CDMS Collaboration [arXiv:1304.4279]

EDELWEISS

Xenon-10

Xenon-100

CoGeNT, Kelso+2012

DAMA/LIBRA

CRESST

CDMS

MDM=8.6 GeV
σ=2×10-41 cm2
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Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas [arXiv:1108.2914] and Fermi collab. [arXiv:1108.3546]
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D!!PP" should consist of the ‘‘large’’ N values (i.e., the
region containing Ni # 1). This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
an example joint analysis of two dwarfs. The simplest
choices for the confidence belt boundaries are planes
with normal vectors parallel to !1; . . . ; 1", represented in
Fig. 1 by the dotted line. A measured set of Ni is in such a
confidence belt if the sum of the Ni is greater than some
value. This is equivalent to ‘‘stacking’’ the events from
each dwarf and then analyzing this single image. However,
because the dwarfs are treated equally, photons from a
dwarf with a small J value are considered as likely to
have come from dark matter as are photons from a dwarf
with large J. This is an inefficient choice for the confidence
belts. Naively, one extra photon from Draco (J / 0:63)
should raise the upper limit more than an extra photon
from Bootes I (J / 0:05) because, a priori, a given photon
from Bootes I is much more likely to be from background
than a photon from Draco.

To overcome this obstacle, we take advantage of the
recent idea by Sutton [29] to use planes at angles other than

45$ as boundaries of the confidence belts. Sutton suggests
letting the normal vector to the planes be equal to a vector
representing the ‘‘sensitivity’’ of each observation. We take
the sensitivity (or weight) of each dwarf observation to be
proportional to the ratio of the expected dark matter flux
(AeffTobsJ) to the mean expected empirical background
flux. In contrast, giving every dwarf the same weight can
weaken the limits by as much as 25%.
The number of photons received in the central ROI

containing each dwarf is the sum of the number of photons
from dark matter annihilation and the number produced by
all background processes. The number of signal photons is
governed by a Poisson distribution with mean !!!PP"
[Eq. (1)]. The number of background photons is described
by the empirical background PMF. Therefore, the total
number of photons detected is distributed according to
the convolution of these two probability distributions.
The counts found for each dwarf are independent variables,
and so the joint probability of measuring N is given by the
product of the individual PMFs.
Using this statistical framework, we derive a 95% upper

bound of !PP # 5:0%4:3
&4:5 ' 10&30 cm3 s&1 GeV&2. In order

to translate the bound on !PP into a bound on h"Avi as a
function of M#, we need to assume a specific annihilation
channel and its spectrum dN=dE. It is generally assumed
that a WIMP annihilates primarily into hadrons (e.g., b "b)

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of the Neyman confidence
belt construction used to generate upper limits on!PP. Each axis
represents the number of events that could be observed from a
given dwarf (here, Dwarf A has a larger J value than Dwarf B
does). The shaded area, bordered by the solid line, represents the
confidence belt for a particular value of !PP. The dashed lines
are the borders of the confidence belts for different values of
!PP, with !PP increasing from left to right. The borders are
chosen to be normal to a vector of ‘‘sensitivities,’’ which weights
each dwarf according to the relative strength of its dark matter
signal. Once a measurement is made (shown by the star), the
confidence interval for !PP contains all values of !PP whose
confidence belt contains the measured point. The dotted line
shows the border for an alternative construction of the confi-
dence belts, which gives equal weight to each dwarf.

FIG. 2 (color online). Derived 95% upper limit on h"Avi as a
function of mass for dark matter annihilation into b "b and $%$&.
The shaded area reflects the 95th percentile of the systematic
uncertainty in the dark matter distribution of the dwarfs. The
canonical annihilation cross section for a thermal WIMP making
up the total observed dark matter abundance is shown by the
dashed line. The inset figure shows details for lower masses.

PRL 107, 241303 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

9 DECEMBER 2011

241303-3



Signatures of Light 
Dark Matter in Stars

Approaching Dark 
Matter Particle

Back to Press & Spergel 1985, 
Faulkner & Gilliland 1985, who 

studied the Sun



Low-Mass Stars 
as DM Labs

1. For stars, M ∝ R: low-mass stars capture as much 
DM per unit mass as the Sun!

2. L ∝ M3.5 : Less energy needs to be moved around 
to dramatically alter the stellar structure

3. Low-mass (≲ 0.2 M⊙) are just hot enough to fuse 
hydrogen and fusion rates are VERY sensitive to 
core temperature.

4. Astronomical observatories are just becoming 
capable of taking a census of low-mass stars!
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Direct Detection: 
Dark Matter 

from the 
Sagittarius 

Stream
e.g., Freese et al. 2004, Savage et al. 2006, Kuhlen et al. 2011; 

Purcell, Zentner, Wang 2012       THIS RESULT
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Figure 1. Upper panels: distributions of stars and dark matter from the disrupting Sagittarius dwarf
satellite galaxy (green and gray particles, respectively), in our light Sgr and heavy Sgr models. In this
perspective, the Milky Way disk plane is denoted by concentric blue rings at 5-kpc radial intervals,
to a Galactocentric distance of 25 kpc. Lower panels: surface density maps of Sgr stars and dark
matter through the disk mid-plane for each model, computed in a slice with depth of 2 kpc, similar
to the width of the Galactic disk. Note that the leading stellar stream does not pass directly through
the solar neighborhood, although a significant amount of dark matter belonging to that stream is
found near the Sun (as shown by red particles in the upper inset panels, and by grayscale shading in
the lower panels). Indeed, the projected contours of stellar density and dark matter density are not
concentric, particularly in the more heavily-stripped light Sgr model.

tidal debris. We demonstrate that neglecting important modifications to N -body predictions,
such as the presence of a large stellar Galactic disk and the ongoing Sagittarius dwarf merger,
both structures that are known to exist, may well result in systematic misestimations of the
expected event rates and annual modulation signatures in direct detection experiments. The
stellar disk of the Milky Way itself, being in approximate equilibrium with its dark matter
host halo, has concomitantly drawn the near-midplane region of the dark matter halo into
a phase-space distribution peaked at higher velocity and with larger deviations from the
Maxwellian form than found in dark matter-only simulations. These results follow from
models of disk-halo equilibria formulated in ref. [38] and are related to numerous previous
statements of uncertainty in the local dark matter density and velocity distribution in Milky
Way models, as in the reconstructions of [39, 40] among many other e!orts.

Our most interesting results address the influence of the Sagittarius debris on dark
matter detection experiments. Some observational measurements of the tidally-stripped stars

– 3 –

The Sun is in the Sagittarius DM Stream



maximum

minimum

Sgr DM
stream ∼ 400 km/s



The SGR STREAM

• The SGR Stream likely 
“Impacts” the Solar System.

• The SGR Stream Particles 
are all high-velocity

• The SGR Stream Particles 
are out of phase from the 
general solar system signal.



The SGR STREAM 
induces ...

• ∼20-40% higher event rates 
compared to halo alone.

• a decreased Annual modulation 
amplitude by as much as a factor of ∼2

• A shift in the peak of the annual 
modulation signal as much as ∼20 days

• Lower energy of phase-reversal of 
Annual modulation signal by ∼ 0.2 
keVNR



Conclusions
• Low-mass Dark Matter Particles 
(≲ 20 GeV) may alter low-mass 
Stellar Evolution

• Significantly lower stellar 
luminosities at fixed mass, 
particularly in dwarf galaxies

• Low-mass Dark Matter Particles 
can have direct search signatures 
significantly altered due to SGR 
Stream dark matter near the Sun.



LSST/Euclid
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In the Sun
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In Low-Mass Star
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www.chrispurcell.org

Purcell+12, Fig. 1

Sagittarius Debris at Earth

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617

from cosmological context 
and kinematic 

reconstructions: 
Sgr progenitor was 

massive

LOTS of dark matter!

DM

stars

Sgr dark matter tidal arm is
raining directly onto the 

Earth...

...even though the
stellar stream is 

not!

light Sgr ≃ 1010.5 M⊙ 
heavy Sgr ≃ 1011 M⊙

e.g. Seabroke et al. ‘08
Correnti et al. ’10

Law & Majewski ’10...no evidence for vertically-coherent kinematic sub-populations within ~100 
pc of Sun: e.g. Helmi et al. 2006; Re Fiorentin et al. 

2011

May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

dark and luminous 
streams: not co-axial

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org
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CDMS press image

A variety of nuclear-
recoil experiments have 

tentative constraints, 
and are poised to detect 

WIMPs in the 
near-term future...

...but interpretations of the event rates typically assume a 
standard halo model of the local speed distribution of dark 

matter!

dR  = ∫ f (v) / v
dE vmin

∞scattering 
event rate 

Dark Matter Direct Detection

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617

=

 SHM: isothermal halo; Maxwellian f 
(v)

May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

~ g(v)

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org
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dR
dE

Dark Matter Direct Detection

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

~ g(v)

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org
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even small non-Maxwellian features can boost the event 
rate

when integrating over the high-end of the speed 
distribution, 

so Sagittarius debris adds another    10-20% (for light 
WIMPs)

Purcell+12, Fig. 
2

Dark Matter Direct Detection

dR
~ g(v)dE

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617

non-Maxwellian halo, 
and the disk speeds it up, 

too!

standard halo 
model

underestimates
event-rates by a 
factor of >2-5!

stellar disk also 
boosts rates by a 

factor of 2 or 
more!

Fox et al. 2011

Mχ  (GeV/c2)

vmin
(km/s) ~

May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org
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Purcell+12, Fig. 4d

Purcell+12, Fig. 4a

Annual Modulation: Sgr Signal?

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617

SHM prediction = 152.5SHM prediction = 152.5

SHM = 152.5SHM = 152.5

example:

maximum

minimum

Only significant debris flows (and not ancient micro-
streams) can drag the peak away from the SHM-predicted 

value by several days...

...is DAMA already “seeing” Sgr dark matter?!?

Sgr DM
stream

May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org
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Conclusions

ArXiv: astro-ph/1203.6617

maximum

minimum

Sgr DM
stream

Dark matter from the disrupting Sagittarius 
dwarf 

is raining onto Earth at the solar 
neighborhood, 

and induces a    10-20% boost in recoil-event 
rates

~

Self-consistent mapping from N-body halo rates 
(e.g. for VL2, Aquarius) to those predicted for same 

halos 
with realistic Galactic disks: important on factor of    

2 level ...and the SHM badly underestimates dR/dE: stop using 
it!

~

Coherently-moving Sgr debris 
changes phase of annual 

modulation 
signal by as much as    10-20 

days
~

...experiments are poised to test DAMA/
LIBRA 

and could confirm Sgr dark matter on Earth!
May 7 @ Pheno 2012 

http://www.chrispurcell.org
http://www.chrispurcell.org

